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3 - Point Questions  

 
1. Your ………., the poor man addressed the King, I have always spoken ………. of you.  
  

 

 
 The King looked down from the ………. of his throne to the poor man and then 

ordered: Take him away!  
 
A) Highly, highness, height      B) Highness, highly, height 
C) Height, highly, high        D) Highness, height, high 
E) Highness, high, height 
 
2. Tom’s cousin rarely gets a cold, ………. ? 
 
A) will he         B) isn’t he           C) is he     
D) doesn’t he       E) does he 
 
3. Thanks to the hard work of our staff, the magazine .......... more than 300,000 copies 

this month. 
 
A) sell           B) is selling          C) has sold    
D) has been sold      E) was sold 
 
4. I couldn’t .......... up with the noise in the city, so we moved to the countryside. 
 
A) let           B) put            C) live  
D) set          E) take 
 
5. The plane .......... we flew in was really old. 

 

A) that          B) who            C) in which     
D) where         E) whose 
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6. Only .......... people turned up for the opening of the art gallery. It was very 

disappointing. 
 
A) few           B) any             C) a little   
D) many         E) less 
 
7. We worked .......... to finish our project on time. 
 
A) hardly         B) roughly          C) hardy  
D) strongly        E) hard 
 
8. Many city .......... come here for the weekend because it’s only a two-hour drive from 

the capital. 
 
A) traditions        B) dwellers          C) communities 
D) proposals        E) transients 
 
9. I’m afraid your car .......... repaired before next week. 
 

 

 
A) can’t be        B) wasn’t           C) hasn’t been    
D) should be        E) wouldn’t be 
 
 
10. If you crumple up your shirt, what will happen to it? 
 
A) It will be clean the next day      B) It will be hanging in your closet 
C) It will have a rip in it        D) It will be wrinkled 
E) It won’t need ironing 
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4 - Point Questions  

 
Read the text. For each question (11-20), choose the best answer. 
 

LLANDAFF – A MOST WELCOMING PLACE 

Llandaff, a city (11) .......... a city, is located just north-west of Cardiff city centre and it can 

be easily reached (12).......... foot following a path through the park which leads to the 

Cathedral. Llandaff Cathedral sits below the rest of the small city, between the hill and 

the river. After being independent for centuries, the city of Cardiff pushed its (13) .......... 

to include Llandaff, which offered the Welsh capital the one thing it was (14) .......... of – 

an impressive cathedral. The city of Llandaff is also home (15) .......... a public school which 

is famous for many things, one of which being the fact that it was the school Roald Dahl 

went to for a number of years. The creator of the Chocolate Factory was seven years old 

(16) .......... he started at Llandaff Cathedral School after his mother decided he had to go 

to an all-boys school. In the immediate proximity of the school (17) .........., one can now 

admire a plaque which was unveiled in Dahl’s honour. The plaque is to be found at the 

site of his favourite sweet shop, which the author wrote about in his memoirs. Dahl wrote 

about this humorous incident that is closely related to the shop – the incident is known 

(18).......... The Great Mouse Plot. It is all about a dead mouse Dahl and some of his 

classmates found in their classroom. Apparently it was the writer himself who suggested 

they place the dead animal in a sweet jar in the shop, (19) .......... they did. The incident 

caused a series of chain reactions – the way the shop owner saw the deed and how fast 
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the “mighty” can fall. Any avid Dahl reader will immediately recognize these things in the 

writer’s stories. If the Roald Dahl story is not (20) .......... enough for you to visit the place, 

there are so many other equally interesting stories attached to it. It is most certainly a 

must when you are in Cardiff. 

 

 11. A) without B) within C) between D) among E) from 

12. A) with B) of C) in D) at E) on 

 13. A) boundaries B) lines C) ends D) land E) buildings 

 14. A) lack B) little C) rid D) short E) lot 

15. A) at B) off C) to D) in E) on 

16. A) when B) lack C) where D) what E) why 

17. A) prices B) promises C) prospects D) precincts E) premises 

18. A) by B) as C) in D) to E) of 

 19. A) that B) what C) which D) though E) how 

20. A) wrong B) soon C) why D) reason E) bad 

 

5 - Point Questions  

 
21. This was the best conference room that I could find .......... such short notice. 
 

 

 
A) at           B) for          C) in        
D) by          E) of 
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22. Match the halves of the proverbs. 

 1. Actions      a. is in the eye of the beholder. 
 2. A picture      b. don’t make a right. 
 3. Beggars      c. is an island. 
 4. Beauty       d. can’t be choosers. 
 5. No man      e. is worth a thousand words. 
 6. Two wrongs     f. speak louder than words.  

 
A) 1b/ 2e/ 3a/ 4d/ 5c/ 6f         B) 1a/ 2c/ 3d/ 4f/ 5e/ 6b     
C) 1f/ 2e/ 3d/ 4a/ 5c/ 6b         D) 1c/ 2e/ 3d/ 4b/ 5f/ 6a      
E) 1f/ 2e/ 3d/ 4c/ 5a/ 6b 
 
23. Christopher has a very active imagination, not to mention a(an) .........ability to guess 

what people are thinking. 
 
A) uncanny         B) careless         C) sparkling     
D) luxury          E) glowing 
 
24. Put the labels in the correct order to form a sentence. 
 

 

 
A) 9/ 5/ 7/ 10/ 4/ 3/ 1/ 2/8/ 6        B) 2/ 8/ 6/ 9/ 5/ 7/ 10/ 4/ 3/ 1   
C) 2/ 8/ 6/ 7/ 5/ 9/ 10/ 4/ 3/ 1        D) 2/ 8/ 6/ 5/ 9/ 7/ 10/ 4/ 3/ 1    
E) 9/ 5/ 7/ 10/ 3/ 4/ 1/ 2/8/ 6 
 
25. Which phrasal verb goes with memories? 
 
A) bring about         B) bring down        C) bring round   
D) bring up          E) bring back 
 
26. If someone is described as “phlegmatic”, what kind of person is he? 
 
A) coolheaded         B) self-conscious       C) straightforward  
D) quick-tempered       E) narrow-minded 
 
27. I’d rather we .......... the boys to join us.  
 
A) ask            B) would ask         C) hadn’t asked  
D) will ask           E) have asked 
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28. This city is noisy, overcrowded and dirty. .........., it’s a horrible place to live. 
 

 

 
A) On a nutshell        B) From a nutshell      C) In a nutshell      
D) Like a nutshell        E) With all nuts 
 
29. Parking restrictions in the town centre came into .......... last month. 
 

 

 
A) action           B) power          C) vigour      
D) view            E) force 
 
30. Match the two halves of the sentences. 
 
1. Please accept our apologies for     a. from receipt of your written order. 
2. The goods will be ready for shipment 

3 to 5 days   
   b. my order was placed successfully. 

3. I was quite sure that     c. payment of your invoice hasn’t been 
received. 

4. I’m not at all satisfied    d. the delay in dispatching your order 
5. According to our records,     e. with the reasons for the delay. 
 
A) 1d/ 2a/ 3b/ 4e/ 5c      B) 1d/ 2e/ 3b/ 4c/ 5a  
C) 1a/ 2e/ 3c/ 4b/ 5d      D) 1b/ 2d/ 3a/ 4c/ 5e     E) 1c/ 2a/ 3b/ 4e/ 5d 
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